Beaver scouts

Beaver Scouts - 3rd Dublin Stillorgan
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
May we again stress that for safety reasons, Beavers scouts must be escorted into the parish hall for the start of
the meeting each Wednesday (5pm) and at the close of the meeting (6pm), you may wait in the entrance hall of the
parish centre so your child may be collected as soon as the meeting ends. Please note that a small part of our
weekly meeting will involve an inspection of the Beavers’ hands, face and general appearance so try and encourage
them to arrive clean!
Please also note that the uniform sweatshirt is available from the Scout Shop:


34/35 Upper Liffey Street. Ph: 8725177
Bray - South Business Park, Killarney Road. Ph: 2764428

May we suggest that you wait a couple of weeks before you purchase the sweatshirt in the hope, that your child is
enjoying Beavers and does, in fact want to join. We shall be providing the Beavers with a knecker and woggle at
their investiture ceremony (approximately 8 weeks into the programme) and they must have their sweatshirt by
this time.
We also provide the book and bag that needs to be brought with them each week.
The cost of joining Beavers is currently €100 pa. This fee includes insurance and registration with Scouting
Ireland and the use of the parish hall.
What you, the parent, can expect from us:
Knowing your child is in a safe and friendly environment, with all the activities geared to the 6-9 year old age range.
Our leaders are expected to follow a set training programme to enable them to look to the needs of that particular
age group. Our association has a strict child protection policy (available on request) and Leaders Code of Behaviour
and all our leaders are thoroughly vetted.

What we expect from you: That your child will attend on time for meetings.
When dropping/collecting your child, that you come into the parish hall with/for your child.
We are a uniformed organisation and uniform must be worn each week and for activities unless
otherwise specified.
In the event of your early arrival - that your child is not left unattended.
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That they are collected on time after meetings.
That uniform is kept neat and tidy at all times (weekly inspections take place!).
That apart from normal childhood high spirits, that they should obey the Beaver Scouts Code of
Conduct. Bad conduct will not be tolerated and as a last resort, parents may be asked to withdraw their
child from the Beavers should bad conduct persist.

You should inform the Leader in Charge of any ongoing health problems, allergies or special needs, thus
ensuring your child’s safety and enjoyment of the programme.
At times, your help may be requested and would be very welcome but we would expect you to attend the
AGM, a fund raising evening and your assistance at the Mayfair in some capacity.

Karen D’Alton
Beaver Scout Leader
Karen@3rddublin.net
087 2800127
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WHAT IS BEAVER SCOUTING?
Beaver Scouts are boys and girls usually aged between six and eight years old. They belong to the first and
youngest section in the Scouting family. Young people can join Beaver Scouts when they are 6 and can move to
the next section, Cub Scouts when they are approaching nine years. Easily recognised by their blue sweatshirts,
Beaver Scouts enjoy making friends, playing games, going on visits and helping others. They usually meet
together once a week in a Beaver Scout Colony divided into small groups called lodges.
We organise a sleepover each year. Up till last 2009 these were held indoors but Beaver scouts are now
allowed camp outdoors in tents. Often this is the first time a young person spends a night away from home. Our
camp is known as Camp on the green and takes place in Stillorgan. For the last 5 years we have also taken part
in a National camp which is usually run at the Scouting Ireland head quarters in Larch Hill.
WHERE DOES BEAVER SCOUTING COME FROM?
Beaver Scouting was officially introduced by the Scout Association in 1986 thanks to many successful trials in the
early 1980s. Originating from Northern Ireland and Canada, Beaver Scouting provides an opportunity to
experience the adventure that scouting has to offer from as young as 6 years of age. Originally, a young person
would have to wait until their eighth birthday before they could join the Scout Movement as a Cub Scout.
Through the years, the Scout Association has introduced many ceremonies, parades and activities made
specifically for Beaver Scouting. Nowadays, Beaver Scouting is available with Scout Groups opting to start up a
colony.
AIM OF BEAVER SCOUTING
The aim of Beaver scouting is to provide a programme of fun, engaging, attractive activities which allows children
to discover and develop their own talents. Getting to know other people, learning about them self, exploring the
world around them, discovering creative & practical skills, plus discovering beliefs & attitudes are all included.
The programme is fulfilled through weekly meetings, with each section taking responsibility for its own activities,
but is based around the 7 elements of scouting as laid down by Scouting Ireland and recommended by WOSM
(World Organisation of the scout Movement).
Law and promise
Learning by doing
Team System
Symbolic Framework
Personal Progression
Nature
Adult Support
BEAVER SCOUTING IN STILLORGAN
There are 26 Beavers in the Stillorgan Group and 4 groups in the Dun Laoghaire Scout District. Beavers sections
can be found across the entire country, stretching as far as Cork and Galway. Each section has its own identity,
resources and set of scout leaders. In Stillorgan we have five Beaver Scout Leaders, Karen D’Alton, Stuart
Scott, Brenda Sweeney, Susan Rossney & Sara Lenehan.
COST OF BEAVER SCOUTING
Beaver Scouts membership is usually 100 euro per year, depending on the Scout Group, making it much
cheaper than most other children's clubs. This cost covers the membership of Scouting Ireland, hire of hall,
weekly meetings and insurance. Camps and trips are additional but are kept as low as possible. E.g. Trip to
print museum cost 2 euro plus bus fare.
JOINING
If a young person wishes to become a Beaver Scout, their first task is to find a group they would like to join. Many
parents choose a group based on where they live, what day they meet or the price of the subscription fee.
Whatever you decide, it is best to talk to a representative of the group, such as the Beaver Scout Leader or
Group Scout Leader who will advise you on what steps to take next. They may advise that the young person be
added to their waiting list if the group is full at the present time. When a place becomes available, the Beaver
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Scout Leader of the group will invite the young person to attend their first Beaver Scout meeting. From this point
onwards, the young person will work towards becoming a Beaver Scout. At this stage the young person is known
as a kit.

INVESTITURE
In order for a young person to become a Beaver Scout, certain requirements must be met. A young person
should attend at least six beaver meetings, learn about the people and ceremonies of the group, know a bit about
the history of scouting and have their Beaver sweatshirt. Finally, once all of the criteria are met, a young person
will partake in a short investiture ceremony where they must recite the Beaver Promise. They will then be given
the group scarf and woggle and officially become a Beaver Scout and a Member of the worldwide Scout
Movement.
THE BEAVER SCOUT PROMISE
I promise to do my best,
To be a good Beaver Scout
To love God and love one another.
THE BEAVER SCOUT LAW
Beavers have fun, work hard and help their family and friends
BEAVER SCOUT MOTTO
Sharing, Sharing, Sharing
BEAVER SCOUT PRAYER
Dear Lord, Help me to be a good Beaver Scout, always busy and bright. Be with those who are dear to me and
help me to do things right
WELCOME TO SCOUTING
Beaver Scouts like to try new activities and be recognised for their achievements. Like the other scouting
sections, Beaver Scouts are encouraged to have fun and make friends by helping others, playing games, going
outdoors, being creative, acting, singing, chatting and much, much more. Many of the activities carried out
in the weekly colony meetings are specially designed to allow Beaver Scouts to demonstrate personal
development and creativity, for which they will be awarded with ‘badges’. Badges are used to symbolise that a
scout has excelled in the tasks assigned to them as acknowledged by Scouting Ireland. There is a total of 11
challenge badges plus various event badges to earn as a Beaver Scout, with each one representing a different
development quality. When a Beaver earns a badge they can wear it proudly on their sweatshirt.
CHIEF SCOUT BRONZE AWARD
The Chief Scout Bronze Award is the highest badge a Beaver Scout can earn and was introduced in 2011. It
symbolises great achievement in all areas covered in Beaver Scouting.
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Mission Statement

Whilst adhering to the rules of Scouting Ireland and accepting their targets as a given we have set
the following goals & Targets for Beaver scout section of 3rd Dublin Stillorgan for 2014
Administration
That all rolls/databases/programmes planning/financial statements are kept current and that
planning for each meeting is maintained as per previous years. That an atmosphere conductive to
making friends and enjoyment is maintained and that we also maintain our standards on uniform
and cleanliness.
Participation
To participate in at least 1 activity with the Cubs Scout Section
To help on a project in the community/parish
To ensure that each child is given the opportunity to attain badges.
To offer at least 32 meetings per year
To raise 350 euro through sales of 12 days tickets this year
To purchase an asset for the section with last years 12 days money on advice from the Beavers
To investiture at 8-10 week mark.
To offer walks and hikes
To spend 1 meeting on cooking
To ensure 1 slumber night is offered each year
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